
The pipe organ in the Birtle’s Presbyterian Church was the first in rural Manitoba, contrary to 
the belief that it was the first west of the Great Lakes; eleven had already been built in the 
Winnipeg area.  However, it was still commendable, not to mention ironic: Presbyterians, though 
forming the biggest single denomination in Manitoba at the time, had not even been permitted the 
use of the organ for worship until fifteen years prior to the construction of the Birtle instrument.

According to Hartman’s The Organ in Manitoba, on June 19th, 1887, the Presbyterians 
completed their Church building, which still stands as the United Church.  Going beyond this, they 
hired Mr. Bolton and Mr. Baldwin of Winnipeg to replace their reed organ with a “small but good” 
pipe organ.  It saw its first use the evening of October 29th, when a celebratory concert and organ 
recital were held in its honour.  In 1888 the organ was valued at $1000, and was then only claimed 
to be the first pipe organ west of Winnipeg; but pipe organs had been shipped to Victoria and the 
surrounding region via Cape Horn long before then, making this original and lesser claim also 
incorrect.  Not that any of this takes much away from Birtle’s effort, since it probably was the first 
such instrument in Canada between the Great Lakes and the Pacific Coast, apart from Winnipeg.

While there were three Boltons making organs out of Winnipeg in the 1880s (H.W. Bolton, 
Fred W. Bolton and Wm. Henry Bolton), Hartman was unsure which one built Birtle’s.  After 1888, 
there were no longer any Boltons listed as organs builders in the Winnipeg directory, perhaps 
indicating that demand for organs had gone out with the boom.  None of the Boltons’ organs 
survive today, though another of their instruments was renowned for its “sweetness of tone.”  This 
aside, there is little evidence of their projects.  The surname Bolton has been present in Birtle for 
some time, so there may be a connection there, but that seems unlikely. 

As for the other builder, there is no mention of a Baldwin building organs in that same 
Winnipeg directory at all, leading to the belief that he may have been one of the many mechanics, 
fitters, or carpenters in the city at that time who may have aided the Bolton on a part-time basis.
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As for the organ itself, it sat in the chancel of the church and had two sets of pipes, one 
brass for playing behind another set of decorative, painted tin.  A plaque commemorating Ida 
Morrison, who was been behind the scheme to get the organ but who died before seeing it played, 
was affixed to it. 

The following excerpt from Appendix 2 of The Organ in Manitoba shows some of the 
organ’s specifics:

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, Birtle.
Bolton & Baldwin, Winnipeg, 1887, 1/5.  Removed.

MANUAL PEDAL
Open diapason 8 Bourdon 16
Stopped diapason 8
Dulciana 8
Principal 4
Tremulant

The organ was removed as part of routine renovations, probably during the spring of 1953: 
it was definitely still present in October 1951 at the wedding of Alfred and Mildred Billaney, and The 
Birtle Eye-Witness’s description of the finished 1953 renovations includes: “The choir seats form a 
semi-circle in the shallow chancel.”  No mention is made of the organ, what happened to it, or why 
its former spot was occupied not by a new pipe organ but by a choir.  Perhaps, with age and 
irregular maintenance (pipe organs are still a rarity in rural Manitoba, and getting them serviced 
would have been no easy task), it had gone irredeemably out of tune.  If true, the congregation 
would hardly have purchased another pipe organ only to be beset by the same problems.

Unfortunately, all the brass pipes have since expired and gone to join the orchestra 
invisible, though two of the tin pipes survive in the Birdtail Country Museum (735-84-B).  A cross 
made of wood taken from the pipe organ hangs on the wall of the United Church’s Fellowship Hall, 
and the Ida Morrison memorial has been mounted beside its present-day organ.  Despite these 
reminders, the organ has begun to fade from the town’s collective memory.
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Chronological List of Manitoban Organs until 1900
 (derived from Appendix 1, The Organ in Manitoba)

Year      Establishment      Maker City__________________________________________________________________

1875 St. Boniface Roman Catholic Cathedral Louis Mitchell Winnipeg region
1878 Holy Trinity Anglican Warren Winnipeg region
1882 Knox Presbyterian unknown (from USA) Winnipeg region
1882 Zion Methodist unknown Winnipeg region
c.1883 Central Congregational Warren Winnipeg region
1883 First Baptist Bolton Winnipeg region
1883 St. Mary’s Roman Catholic Louis Mitchell Winnipeg region
1884 Victoria Hall unknown Winnipeg region
1885 Grace Methodist Warren Winnipeg region
c.1885 Knox Presbyterian Warren Winnipeg region
c.1886 Christ Church Anglican Bolton Winnipeg region
1887 Presbyterian Church Bolton & Baldwin Birtle
1891 All Saint’s Anglican Warren Winnipeg region
1894 Grace Methodist Williams Winnipeg region
1894 St. George’s Anglican Warren Winnipeg region
1894 Westminster Presbyterian (from Grace Method st) Warren Winnipeg region
1896 Immaculate Conception Roman Catholic Eusèbe Brodeur Winnipeg region
1899 Parish Church, Roman Catholic Casavant St. Norbert
1899 Westminster Presbyterian Karn Winnipeg region
c.1900 Christ Church Anglican unknown (from Eng and) The Pas
c.1900 First Baptist Karn Portage la Prairie
c.1900 St. Mary’s Anglican Karn Portage la Prairie
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Prepared during the summers of 2010, 2011, and 2013.  It seems likely that there are a number of mistakes in 
here, including the location of the organ in the building and terms for parts of the United Church building.  Much of this 
is no more than conjecture. 
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The sepia postcard which was scanned and divided into a pictorial header and footer for each page was in the dining 
room of the Museum, on the stand in the corner between the couch and the Patterson hutch.  Its photograph was 
probably taken at one of the churches in Russell; its inclusion was for thematic rather than topical reasons. 


